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Charity bins removed as mounds of illegal
waste pile up across Melbourne
Illegal dumpers in Melbourne’s north have moved from vacant blocks of land
and nature strips to using charity bins to discard their waste. And the problem is
so bad one organisation has hired security guards to monitor sites across the
city.
Anthony Piovesan, Whittlesea Leader
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Charity bins are being hit hard all over Melbourne as
people use them to dump waste during the coronavirus
pandemic.

A leading Australian charity support group is removing donation bins and even
installing security across its Melbourne sites due to an “out-of-control” rise in illegal
dumping of waste.
It follows Leader’s report that piles of hard waste were being left on vacant blocks and nature strips as
the coronavirus pandemic forced the closure of tips across Whittlesea, Nillumbik and Banyule.
Now, Leader can reveal charities are also experiencing the same problems all over Melbourne.
Australia’s largest second-hand clothing collection company SCRgroup started removing bins and
installing security guards at some sites last week in a bid to stop the illegal habit.
Chief executive Enzo Bruscella said the organisation, responsible for more than 1500 clothing
bins nationally, could not afford to continue footing “enormous” clean-up bills.
“In the last month more than 300,000kg of waste including electrical items, furniture and computers
have been dumped at the foot of our clothing collection bins,” he said.
“At $1000 per site, the clean-up bill is huge, and this money should be going into assisting our charity
partners who are in need of support right now.
“We understand that people are using this time to stay home and clean up, but dumping the rubbish is
just not on, there is no excuse.”
About eight metres of rubbish within 12 hours was left sprawled in front of charity bins behind
Woolworths on Lyndarum Dr in Epping last week — a similar problem occurred in Roxburgh Park.

Piles of rubbish in Lyndarum Dr, Epping.

Rubbish dumped outside charity bins in Roxburgh Park
last week.

SCRgroup will now remove charity bins from these sites.
Leader also noticed rubbish scattered next to donation bins behind IGA at Watsonia’s Diamond Village
shopping centre.

Waste dumped at Watsonia’s Diamond Village shopping
centre.

“There are two options – keep the unwanted items stored until tips re-open or call your council and
arrange a hard waste collection service,” Mr Bruscella said.
“Whatever you decide, stop dumping your rubbish illegally. It is harmful to the environment, is
unsightly and the cost we bear takes away from the very reasons we have our clothing bins in public
places – to support Australian charities and global communities who are in need the most.”
MORE NEWS
Culprits face fines of up to $6000.
In 2019, SCRgroup diverted 17.2 million kilograms of clothing from local landfills and rehomed 45
million items of clothing locally and globally.
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